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Introduction 
The Rolls-Royce portfolio of products for the marine market includes vessel designs, deck machinery, 
propulsors and thrust devices, power production and electrification, automation and control systems. 
Development of integrated system solutions is a strategy to offer high performance, dependable vessel 
solutions. Product development and maintenance is a continuous lifecycle process, supported by Rolls-
Royce quality management system, industry standards and guidelines, see Figure 2.   

IMO rules and guidelines, classification society rules, IMCA guidelines, and standards such as ISO 17894 
define the basic requirements for dynamic positioning systems. The concept of dependability, as defined in 
dependable computing (see Figure 1), has been a useful tool in the development of control system 
solutions. In particular in the design and development of redundant DP control systems for DP class 2 and 
DP class 3 in an integrated solution context, with emphasis on DP control, thruster control, manoeuvre 
mode and command control. This paper explores DP dependability in the framework and definitions of 
dependable computing. 
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Dependability is decomposed into three elements; attributes, means and threats. The original attributes of 
dependability: availability, reliability and maintainability are together with DP control performance, the 
main concerns in the paper. Emphasis is put on specific means and techniques applied for DP systems, in 
the different lifecycle stages of the system, to increase DP system dependability. I.e. means for improved 
fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. DP operation tolerance analysis and 
DP system threats examination are presented to put the specific means below into context. The effects of 
the system threats are basically split into two categories; fail-stop and erratic behaviour. 

System architecture/design is important in fault prevention and fault tolerance. Two different DP control 
system redundancy schemes, triple work-by and online/standby, and how to combine these schemes for 
increased fault tolerance, are presented. Error detection techniques and handling are presented. Aspects of 
systems interfacing/integration are also addressed. 

System usability is an important subject in fault prevention and fault tolerance. DP work station design that 
take into account DP system redundancy schemes, backup/emergency control systems and ease correct 
operator action is presented. Typical failure scenarios and operator interaction patterns are presented.   

System evaluation, test and verification are related subjects in fault forecasting and fault removal. Failure 
modes, effects and criticality analysis addressing the system threats, and a test framework that emulates the 
threats, are presented. 
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Concepts of Dependability  
This paper addresses DP system dependability, and in particular means to enhance the dependability of DP 
systems. A precise terminology is essential for a common understanding. Dependability is a comprehensive 
concept that has evolved from system reliability, availability and maintainability to encompass safety, 
confidentiality and integrity. Dependability is defined as: 

“Dependability of a computing system is the ability to deliver service that can justifiably be trusted” [3] 

 
An alternative definition is: 

"Dependability is the collective term used to describe the availability performance and its influencing 
factors: reliability performance, maintainability performance and maintenance support performance" [4] 

 
The concepts of dependability have basically been developed for computing systems. Dependability 
consists of three parts: the threats to, the attributes of, and the means by which dependability is attained, as 
shown in Figure 1. Security is not defined to be a distinct attribute, but is composed of availability, 
confidentiality, and integrity. For more details regarding definitions of dependability components, refer to 
[3].  

DP system is defined to consist of the following sub systems: power system, thruster and propulsion 
system, sensor system and DP control system. I.e., all sub systems required to perform dynamic positioning 
of a vessel. In this paper attention is on the DP control system. DP system dependability is an integral result 
of the DP system lifecycle activities, see Figure 2. An attempt to illustrate the concepts of dependability 
compiled for the case of dynamic positioning is shown in Figure 3. 
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Even though the dependability definition to some extent is violated; some attributes have been added to 
emphasize security (compound attribute), and to address other important system aspects not covered by the 
definition, i.e. system usability, performance, functionality and cost. In this paper, availability, reliability, 
safety, maintainability, performance and usability attributes are addressed.      

IMO rules and classification society rules define a rigorous framework for DP system solutions. Elements 
of dependability of DP systems are to some extent addressed in the rules. Attention is on concrete threats to 
allow for, e.g. fire and flooding, and on concrete means to attain dependability and deal with threats, e.g. 
system decomposed into redundant groups separated by fire walls or watertight partition. The rules 
basically define means to handle specific threats. The rules do not emphasize quantification of 
dependability attributes. E.g., probabilistic approaches for quantification of availability and reliability are 
not applied. Guidelines and industry best practices support the rules.  
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Additional requirements for dynamic positioning are evolving by the market players and new technology. 
New class rules, such as DNV DYNPOS-ER notation, address the gap between IMO rules and emerging 
market requirements.  

How to develop a unified DP control system range complying with the variety of requirements? There are 
room for alternative solutions for DP control systems with somewhat different properties. In this paper, DP 
threats and operation tolerance are analysed, and aspects of dependability of alternative control system 
designs are discussed (pros / cons). Focus is on redundant DP control system solutions, i.e. DP class 2 and 
3 control systems. 

This paper elaborate on means to attain dependability. Techniques adequate for DP control systems for 
fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting are discussed. Focus is on system 
design stage, see Figure 2. And, the activities performed in this stage, including redundancy concept, 
system architecture definition, error handling techniques, usability, and system evaluation, test and 
verification.  
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Operation Tolerance 
This section analyses DP vessel operation safety with respect to DP control system failure modes and 
recovery in time perspective. The analysis is based on the methodology described in reference [13]. 
Emphasis of the analysis is the DP operation tolerance and threats to DP control system. The other parts of 
the DP system, i.e. power system and propulsion, are not subject to analysis, see Figure 4. 
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Basically, accurate positioning of marine 
vessels, exposed by wind, waves and 
current, with propulsors/thrusters can only 
be obtained by automatic control, i.e. 
dynamic positioning control. The operator 
may, with reduced performance for a 
limited periode of time, position the vessel 
by manual control means (backup control 
systems) to shutdown the positioning 
operation to a safe condition.  
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DP Operation Limits 
DP operation limits for heading and position (normal, warning, alarm) can be defined according to the 
application safety limits. Typical DP applications are offshore support vessel, anchor handling vessel, 
construction vessel, diving vessel, drilling vessel, oil exploration and production vessel, etc. For a drilling 
vessel, the DP operation limits can be function of upper drilling riser deflection angle, see Figure 6. The 
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riser or blow out preventer (bop) can be damaged or break if the riser angle exceeds a certain limit. The 
angle limits can be directly mapped to position limits for the DP operation. 
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The DP operation limits correspond to DP operation states, some of which are proper (ensure production as 
planned), while others are improper. The states can be safe (the DP vessel may remain indefinitely in such 
a state), others unsafe (permanence in these state will lead to damage). The DP operation may return from 
an unsafe position / heading by proper control when still reversible, otherwise an irreversible state is 
entered. Figure 7 shows a simple but typical model for a DP application. 
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− Normal – proper, safe state: This is the normal DP operation state. Heading and position are within the 
limits of proper operation (green). 
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− Hazard – improper state, safe, recoverable: Due to a failure in DP control system, heading and / or 
position have left the proper state space (green), but have not yet reached a critical point (red). The 
vessel can return to the safe area provided that adequate control is undertaken within a limited time. 

− Breakdown – the vessel cannot be brought back to proper operation by automatic action of the DP 
control system. This situation will lead either to a safety shutdown (e.g. automatic/manual emergency 
disconnect of riser for a drilling vessel) and manual positioning (manual joystick or lever control), or 
to damage after a certain time (e.g. riser damage / break). 

− Shutdown – improper state, not recoverable, safe: The vessel is brought to a safe, shut-down state (e.g. 
riser disconnected and manual manoeuvering for a drilling vessel). The vessel cannot return to 
operation immediately, since the cause for the unsafe DP operation must be first found and corrected. 
Restarting of the vessel operation (e.g. drilling) is bound with human intervention and safety 
prerequisites (acknowledgement by a superior authority), which may take time and is subject to 
economic penalties. Safety-shutdown requires that the vessel can obtain safe operation by other means 
than the DP control system (e.g. by the backup control systems and/or automatic emergency 
shutdown). 

− Damage – improper state, not recoverable, unsafe: The vessel has operated in the unsafe area and 
reached a damage point. The vessel cannot be returned to the safe, operation state, from the state it has 
been brought into by DP control system failure. The vessel is not operational (e.g. riser damage / 
break) and return to service is either impossible or a costly operation which requires human 
intervention and repair, as well as a long standstill of the plant. This case is economically the worst. 

DP System Threats 
Faults can be dormant or active. An active fault is the cause of an error. Dormant faults are potential causes 
for errors. An error is an incorrect state for a given system. A failure occurs when the error reaches the 
system boundary (interface). Then the system behaviour is incorrect. Faults can be classified by six major 
criteria, see Figure 8. 
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The fault-error-failure chain of threats of a system is reflected by the recursive nature of the system. A 
system can consist of elements, and can itself be an element of a larger system. DP systems are often 
divided into sub systems and components. A fault in a component can cause an error in and a failure of the 
component. The component failure can further be defined as a fault in the sub system, which again can 
cause an error in and a failure of a sub system, and consequently cause system failure, see Figure 9.   
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For simplicity, faults can be divided into two categories, random faults and systematic faults. Random 
faults are caused by natural reasons such as wear and tear and ageing. Random faults can be modelled 
statistically. Systematic faults are caused by poor design or implementation of software. Probability of 
systematic faults cannot be represented by statistical models. A systematic fault will occur each time a 
given set of conditions are present.  

When activated, faults (random or systematic) can cause errors/failures of two basic failure mode 
categories; fail-stop and erratic behaviour (see [13]). Erratic behaviour is providing, in addition to the 
required service, another service (integrity breach). Fail-stop behaviour is not providing the required 
service during a certain time (functionality breach). An erratic behaviour can be turned into a fail-stop one, 
provided: that the error can be detected and that the erroneous information is prevented from acting on the 
plant.  

Example, non-redundant DP control system 
Loss of power supply to a DP cabinet will activate fail-stop behaviour of DP controller and cause DP 
control system failure. DP control system failure propagates to thruster system and cause DP system fail-
stop behaviour; zero thrust and drift-off, or erratic behaviour; non-zero thrust, in worst case full thrust in 
one direction, drive-off.    

Traditional DP system evaluation and verification has basically focused on component fail-stop behaviour, 
e.g. in failure modes and effects analysis, test and verification. In the recent years hardware-in-the-loop 
(HIL) testing has addressed testing of failure modes of category erratic behaviour. Section DP 
Dependability Evaluation and Verification presents FMECA methodology that cover both approaches.  
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Failure Modes – Drift-Off and Drive-Off 
A fundamental factor is how long time the vessel can tolerate a failure of the DP control system. The time 
limit will depend on type of vessel, type of operation and the specific operation, environment condition 
(wind, waves, current, water depth), and on the mode of failure of the DP control system. A DP control 
system may fail in a number of ways. Two common cases of DP system failure modes are referred to as: 
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− Drift-off (fail-stop behaviour): The thruster commands from the DP control system freeze or go to 
zero. The vessel will drift off from the safe operation area. 

− Drive-off (erratic behaviour): The thruster commands from the DP control system go to full thrust, 
and the vessel will drive off from the safe operation area. A worst case scenario for drive off is 
generally (but not without exceptions) full thrust directed with the resultant environment forces.   

Basically, it is more likely that damage occurs in a drive-off situation than in a drift-off situation.  
 

Effect on DP Operation 
The events in time and consequences of drift-off or drive-off depend on the specific vessel and operation, 
but Figure 11 indicates a typical scenario. 
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The costs of a DP failure (drift / drive off) can be roughly divided into 4 zones; 1-safe zone, 2-hazard zone, 
3-safe shut down zone, and 4-damage zone. These zones are defined by the following time limits 
(approximate time limit values indicated):  

Tgrace   > 2 sec Time limit (grace time), in a situation with DP failure, the vessel does not leave the 
safe operating area (green). There are no damage costs bound to the grace time. 

Thomax > 10 sec Maximum DP failure time limit (hazardous operation) without reaching an 
irreversible state, either a shutdown or damage. Cost due to damages or loss begin to 
show up when entering hazardous operation, e.g. cost due to additional wearing of 
equipment, loss confidence to DP system, corrective actions, operation / production 
delay, idle time, etc. 

Tshut > 20 sec Vessel and equipment can be brought to a safe state, if the operation is shut down 
within time limit Tshut. Shutdown of DP operation is bound with a high fixed cost 
(loss of production, off hire, examination by authorities, etc.). 

Tdamage > 30 sec If the DP failure time exceeds Tdamage, and safety system does not respond or the 
operation has no safe side, the vessel / equipment is damaged. The outage costs 
increase to account for payment of damages to lives and property, repair of vessel 
and equipment, restoration of production (if it is still possible) and general overheads 
associated with the accident. 

All time limits are function of DP failure mode, vessel and thrust devices dynamics, environment condition, 
and operational constrains. Online DP what-if analysis tools (e.g. drift-/drive-off analysis, capability 
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analysis, etc.) provide online estimates for these time limits and thereby online risk analysis of the DP 
operation (dependability means → fault forecasting → operator support). 

Tgrace defines the time limit for reconfiguration (control switch-over) for redundant control systems. Thomax 
defines the time limit for manual switchover between main DP control and emergency DP control (DP 3) 
system or switchover to manual control systems.  

The DP operation is recoverable; transient erroneous thrust commands are tolerated to some extent and the 
vessel can be brought back to heading and position setpoints in case of excursions. Consequently, a 
persistent behaviour of the DP control system is required. As opposed to plant that is not recoverable, and 
requires an integer behaviour (fail-stop) of the control system. 

 

Dependability – Means 
Given the above examination of DP operation, what means apply to attain high dependability? DP control 
system design means, discussed in this paper, are listed below: 

− DP control system architecture, redundancy solution and error handling that suppress or respond 
to random and systematic faults to keep DP vessel in safe zone (defined by Tgrace) with high 
reliability and availability.  
(dependability means → fault tolerance → redundancy and error handling) 

− Control systems and workstations designed for usability to make the operator able to respond 
correctly to avoid hazardous operation and to respond within time limits (Thomax, Tshut) to minimize 
costs in case of hazardous operation. Emphasis is on integrated work station arrangement with 
common command control and manoeuvre mode selection in this paper.  
(dependability means → fault prevention and tolerance → human interaction) 

− Evaluation and verification, e.g. reliability and availability assessment (analytical or by 
simulation), failure modes, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA), are performed continuously 
during DP control system development to assess alternate solutions, reveal weaknesses and 
perform corrective actions. FMECA combined with enhanced system verification (ESV) is 
discussed in this paper.  
(dependability means → fault removal and forecasting → evaluation and verification) 
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Redundancy Solutions 
Designing redundancy for processing units is challenging. In the design process of a DP control system 
there are numerous of adequate redundancy solutions and variants of these to choose from. Focus in this 
section is on redundancy solutions for the processing units of DP control, i.e. controller redundancy. The 
solutions can also be applied to control system redundancy, i.e. processing units on a higher level. 
Alternative redundancy concepts are presented and discussed in the next paragraph.  

 
Alternative Redundancy Concepts  

Two diverse, but both relevant redundancy concepts for DP control are illustrated in Figure 12. Variants of 
online/standby and multiple work-by (e.g. triple modular redundancy), are available in the market and 
employed on DP installations at present.  

 �
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Online / Standby Redundancy 

In online / standby redundancy one unit is online and defines plant output, e.g. applies commands to thrust 
devices. In case online failure, command of plant output is switched to standby unit. Depending on hotness 
of standby unit, bumpless command transfer can be obtained. 

Concept properties 

− Plant input is routed to both units. Plant input in DP context is sensor and position reference 
systems measurements, and thruster and power system measurements.  

− Online unit in control of plant; online unit applies setpoints to thrust devices (thrusters, propulsion 
units, rudder units).   

− Standby unit states are updated from online unit.  

− Plant control is automatically switched to standby unit on failure of online unit.  

− Switching based on error detection in control units. 

Standby unit hotness 

− Hot standby: All states of standby unit are continuously updated with online unit; the states are 
equal at any time instance. Control performance is not degraded at control transfer (bumpless 
transfer), recovery time is zero, Trecovery = 0. 
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− Warm standby: The states of the standby unit is approximately equal with the states of the online 
unit; the state transfer and update time is higher than control sample time, and/or not all states are 
transferred and updated. Acceptable recovery on control transfer is obtainable, Tgrace  > Trecovery > 0.  

− Cold standby: Start-up of standby unit is needed, unacceptable recovery time, Trecovery > Thomax . 

Cons 

− Undetected errors can cause situation with one erroneous unit and one healthy unit, a control unit 
differ condition. And, the operator has to make an unqualified choice.  

− Reliability of switch function: Failure of switch function would undermine redundancy solution.  

− Robustness of state transfer function: Possibility for reduced /loss of integrity of state transfer 
(values, timing), and thereby reduced control transfer performance.  

− Hot/warm standby: Possibility for error propagation from online to standby unit. 

− Warm standby: Acceptable control transfer may not be obtainable for all modes of control. 

Pros 

− Warm standby: Possibility to arrange for software / system diversity between online and standby 
units, and thereby obtain increased tolerance to systematic faults. 

Possible DP Control System Solutions  

−  DP 2 based on online / hot standby controller redundancy. 

−  DP 3 based on online / warm/hot standby control system redundancy. I.e. redundant main system 
(online) + single emergency system (standby).    

 

Multiple Work-by Redundancy 

Massive redundancy, by sufficiently high number of controllers working in parallel, is the simplest method 
to obtain fault-tolerance and, massive redundancy is the method with the highest reliability (see reference 
[13]). It requires at least three control units. Basically, for a multiple work-by solution with error masking 
by output majority voting, there is no necessity for error detection, except for operator information and 
maintenance purposes. Massive redundancy requires that the controllers are in an identical computing state 
as long as no error is involved.  
 
Properties 

− Equal input to all work-by units is required. This is provided by the input synchronization 
function.  

− Work-by units work in parallel and produce equal output.  

− Error detection and masking is performed by voting function. 

− Selection of unit for control output is defined by majority voting. 

− Control performance is not degraded at reconfiguration (one unit fails), bumpless transfer is 
provided, Trecovery = 0. 

Cons  

− Reliability of voting function: Failure of voting function would undermine redundancy solution. 

− Reliability of input synchronization: Function must ensure integrity of plant input (timing, values) 
to work-by units. 

− Software diversity is not possible, control units must be identical. 
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− Software is potential common mode failure. 

Pros 

− All errors are detected by majority voting. The operator does not have to make unqualified choices 
regarding “health” of control units, and can concentrate on the DP operational aspects.  

− Concept allows for multiple control units, and thereby increased reliability.   

Possible DP Control System Solutions  

− DP 2 based on work-by controller redundancy. 

− DP 3 based on work-by controller redundancy: Redundant controllers on main side and single 
controller on emergency side, and adequate fire separation / protection between controllers on 
each side. 

 

Refined Triple Controller Redundancy – TCR 
What concept should a redundancy solution for DP control systems be based on?  In Rolls-Royce, the 
controller redundancy is based on the work-by concept. This solution applies for DP class 2 and 3. Safety 
of the DP operation has been the main motivation for this choice; reliability and usability are improved: 

− 3 controllers are more reliable than 2 controllers 

− 2 controllers still available in case of  controller failure  

− Operator can focus on DP operation, not control system diagnostics  

Rolls-Royce controller redundancy is in based on N-modular redundancy – NMR. The solution has been 
tested for quadruple controllers. Triple controller redundancy (TCR) is the basis for Rolls-Royce DP 
control system redundancy, see Figure 13. The NMR technique can utilize commercial hardware, in the 
sense that commercial processors, with standard error detection mechanisms, can be used. Input 
synchronization, output voting and other redundancy handling mechanisms are implemented in software. 
These functions are critical; robust performance and thorough development process are required. The 
redundancy handling software is independent of the DP application software. New versions of application 
software do not have any implications on redundancy handling software. 

The triple work-by controller redundancy has been 
refined. The system is designed for graceful degrade 
and online repair. The system tolerates two controller 
unit failures and can, by online repair/replacement be 
brought back to triple work-by mode, see Figure 14. 
The input synchronization functionality is the same for 
triple work-by mode and dual work-by mode. Equal 
plant input is provided, and equal output of non-faulty 
controllers is expected. In dual work-by mode, one 
controller is defined to be worker and one is co-worker. 
Standard error detection mechanisms apply in dual 
work-by mode and single worker mode; error detection 
and masking by majority voting cannot be performed in 
these modes. See section Error Handling for mode 
details. 

Bumpless transfer on controller system reconfiguration 
(triple work-by ↔ dual work-by↔ single worker) is 
provided for all DP control functions (station keeping, 
change heading/position, tracking functions). 

�
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The voting / switching function is distributed to thruster controller for enhanced reliability. The effect of 
voter failure is loss / failure of one thruster device, see Figure 15.  DP class 3 compliance is attained by fire 
separation and protection of controller units; two controllers on main side and one on emergency side, as 
indicated in Figure 13. 
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Refined TCR Features Summary 

− Triple work-by with majority voting: Safer operation, no operator intervention required in case of 
controller failure.  

− Graceful degrade and repair: Tolerates 2 failures. Increased reliability and availability.  

− Distributed voting / switching: Reliable voting function.  

− Bumpless transfer/reconfiguration for all DP control functions 

− Fire separation: TMR can be used for DP 3 

The triple modular controller redundancy is designed for a persistent behaviour and includes graceful 
degrade and recovery. If one controller fails, the system degrades to dual work-by mode. If another 
controller fails, the system degrades to single worker mode. The system is designed for online 
repair/replacement. When a controller is repaired or replaced, it can be re-started and recovered by cloning 
in the redundancy scheme. Single worker will upgrade to dual work-by, and dual work-by will upgrade to 
triple work-by.  
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TCR Combined with Online/Standby System Redundancy 
Further challenges on DP dependability are: 

− Can the refined triple controller redundancy (TCR) be combined with the online/standby concept 
to gain increased tolerance to systematic faults by system diversity between online and standby 
units? 

− How can this be performed without over overloading the vessel with control systems and bridge 
controls equipment?  Can the backup control systems be exploited in a better way? 

− Can an online/standby redundancy solution have acceptable performance on reconfiguration, 
control switch-over and recovery within time limits (Tgrace , Thomax )?   

The DP redundancy solution illustrated in Figure 16 and Figure 17 (DP class 3 configuration) address the 
above challenges: 

− Triple redundant DP Main system and single DP Alternate system are arranged in an 
online/standby redundancy scheme. 

− Basically, DP Main is online and DP Alternate is standby. Online/standby roles can be switched 
between DP Main and DP Alternate. Switching of roles (online/standby) is performed by manual 
selector switch function, i.e. the system selection switch. 

− For DP class 3 configuration, see Figure 17, DP Main controllers are separated by fire walls. DP 
controller A and C on one main side and DP controller B on emergency side.   

− DP Alternate controller (D) is located on emergency side. DP Alternate system is classified as 
Independent Joystick system. The system hardware components are equal, DP functions and 
interface to one sensor/posref group are added (posref = position reference system).  

− DP Main thruster interface by dual DP network, and DP Alternate is connected to the dual P&T 
network (P&T = propulsion & thruster). There are no dependencies between with DP Main and 
DP Alternate. 

− Integrated workstations include means for operation of DP Main, DP Alternate and P&T, and 
distributed system selection and common command transfer, see Section Designed for Usability 
below for details. 

− A limited number of control states, position and heading setpoints, are exchanged between DP 
Main / Alternate (online/standby) via the thruster controllers. For online/standby reconfiguration 
(control switchover) performance. These states are monitored and verified. 
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TCR Combined with Online/Standby System Redundancy – Features Summary 

− Increased tolerance for systematic faults by independent and diverse systems: DP Main and DP 
Alternate arranged in online/standby redundancy scheme. 

− Increased tolerance random faults by four (4) redundant groups: Triple DP Main and single DP 
Alternate.  

− Tolerance for fire and flooding by fire separation of DP Main (DP AC|B). 

Rolls-Royce DP control system redundancy solution is a TCR combined with online/standby system 
redundancy. The redundancy solution is general for DP class 2, DP class 3, and for DNV DYNPOS-ER 
notation (new), as illustrated in Figure 18, Figure 17 and Figure 19 respectively. The default configurations 
for the different class notations are as follows: 

− DP Class 2:  Triple redundant DP control system + Independent joystick system (regular). 

Option: Joystick enhanced to DP Alternate and online/standby system 
redundancy. 

− DYNPOS-ER: 
(DNV)  

Triple redundant DP Main control system + Single DP Alternate System, 
arranged in online/standby redundancy scheme. Fire separated control rooms 
(DPC AC || BD). No fire separation on bridge. 

− DP Class 3: Triple redundant DP Main control system + Single DP Alternate system 
(independent joystick by class), arranged in online/standby redundancy scheme. 
Fire separated control rooms (DPC AC || BD), and fire separated bridge (main || 
emergency). 

 

One general redundancy solution for the different classes can be advantageous with respect to attain a 
reliable and proven in use solution, there is only one concept to maintain.  
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Hotness of the Standby System 
The software of the control system computer units (controllers, OS computers) can be divided into three 
levels; operating system, application framework (middleware) and application software, see Figure 20.  

The triple modular controller redundancy (TCR) solution, input synchronization, output voting and other 
redundancy handling mechanisms are implemented in the application framework software. The redundancy 
handling software is independent of the DP application software. Releases of new application software 
versions do not have any implications on redundancy handling software in the application framework.  

In the TCR solution the controllers have equal input, run in parallel and produce equal output. The DP 
control performance is not degraded on controller redundancy reconfiguration, i.e. when one controller is 
rejected. And, bumpless transfer/reconfiguration is provided (Trecovery = 0). 

Application Software

Application Framework

Process scheduling

Controller redundancy

Message handling Data routing

Clock sync Network redundancy

UDP IO GUI Comm Serial interface CAN

Application specific componentApplication specific componentApplication specific component

Operating system

Realtime scheduling Memory protection Network stack
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The dual system online/standby redundancy solution is implemented in DP application software. Control 
switchover (online→standby) is performed manually. The standby system estimator states are continuously 
updated by measurements from sensors, position reference system(s), thruster system and power system.  In 
addition a limited number of control states, i.e. position and heading setpoints, are exchanged between 
online and standby systems. These control states are monitored by the standby system.  
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When control is switched over to the standby system (standby becomes online) the following are performed 
on the activated system: 

− All available thrust devices are enabled with auto azimuth/rudder angle control for maximum 
capability. 

− Station keeping (fixed heading and fixed position) control mode is entered with setpoints as 
follows: 
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a) Transferred setpoints (when accepted by monitoring function), or 

b) Prevailing heading and position (when transferred setpoints are rejected). 

− Bias estimates are used to produce initial values of controller integral terms. 

For case (a), and assuming that station keeping was the control mode prior to control switchover, 
simulations show that bumpless transfer can be obtained (Trecovery < Tgrace ). Thrust commands are hardly 
affected, see example in Figure 22.  
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For case (b), seatrial experiences show that positioning performance is maintained on control switchover. 
For cases where tracking or change position/heading operations were performed prior to control 
switchover, the vessel will be guided and controlled to the defined heading and position setpoints.   

For the improbable emergency case that this redundancy solution allows for, i.e. complete failure of DP 
Main system (see Figure 23), safe operation can be maintained or recovered as long as the DP operator 
manages to perform control switchover within time limit Thomax , see Section Operation Tolerance. Seatrial 
experiences, with complete shutdown of DP Main system, show that safe operation can be maintained or 
recovered and that positioning performance is maintained/regained on control switchover. 
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System Design and Architecture 
Decomposition applies in the design of complex and large systems. The system can be decomposed into 
sub systems / components and redundant groups, see Figure 24. The size of redundant groups is a design 
issue. A simple concept, with large groups and no crossovers, is not subject to common cause failure. A 
system that consists of small groups and many crossovers allows for simpler repair and maintenance, and 
better distribution of the redundancy by increasing the reliability of the weaker parts.  

 

����������8�������������������
Networks and power distributions are system functions that typically introduce crossover components into 
the system, e.g. dual network cabling or dual powering by diode bridge solutions. Introduction of 
crossovers requires adequate documentation of tolerance against common mode faults. 

DP Main control system in DP class 3 configuration is decomposed in Figure 25, and DP Alternate 
decomposition in Figure 26. The DP system is decomposed into sub systems and redundant groups by 
block diagrams. Crossovers (X) between redundant groups are indicated. The illustrated DP 3 design 
apparently seems similar to competing designs with four redundant groups, two groups on main side, single 
on emergency side and independent joystick. But, the approach and functionality are different, addressing 
the threats; random faults and systematic faults, error propagation, and fire in one zone. Below is a 
description of the DP class 3 configuration decomposition: 

Triple redundant DP Main system 

− Triple controller redundancy (TCR). Two controllers are located in main fire zone, and one in 
emergency fire zone. 

− Dual DP network for DP nodes (controllers, OS computers) and thruster interface nodes. Network 
components (switches) are located in both fire zones. The dual network introduces crossover 
components (network cables); all nodes are connected to both networks.  

− Three UPS’s, one for each controller, co-located with the corresponding controller. No crossover 
components are introduced by power distribution. Each controller monitors the corresponding 
UPS. 

− Sensor and posref groups, as required for the specific installation (three groups in example), are 
distributed and connected to controllers and corresponding UPS. (posref = position reference) 

− Operator stations (three OS’s in example), distributed on fire zones and UPS’s, as required. For 
this case, two OS’s on main bridge and one in emergency bridge. 

Single DP Alternate system 

− Single controller located in emergency fire zone. 
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− The DP nodes (controllers, OS computers) are connected to the P&T network that also provides 
thruster interface. 

− Powering as for P&T controllers and network (or by separate UPS). 

− Controller interfaces one sensor and posref group (in this example). 

− Operator stations are shared with P&T control. In the example there are three operator stations, co-
located with the DP Main operator stations, arranged in three integrated work stations.   

DP Main and DP Alternate are arranged in online/hot standby redundancy with manual switching. There 
are no dependencies (crossover components) between DP Main and DP Alternate systems. DP Main and 
DP Alternate are independent systems that are diverse in arrangement (controller redundancy, interfaces 
and functions).  

Crossover components are limited to network cables. Fibre optical network cables are used for fire wall 
crossings and isolation of connected equipment. The crossover cables are basically trunk cables between 
network switches; number of fire wall crossings are minimized.   
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System decomposition by block diagrams provides a good overview system design by redundant groups 
and sub systems, and indicates crossovers (X),  but does not show specific interconnections / dependencies 
and the potential error propagation between components, see Figure 27.  
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For DP control systems there are basically two types of interconnections between components; data 
transmission links and power distribution cabling. Relevant data links are ethernet links, field bus links 
(CAN) and serial links. The one-line diagram in Figure 29 give shows the data links for DP Main. Sensors 
and posrefs are connected to controllers by serial lines, one for each device. Controllers, operator stations 
and thruster interface units have dual LAN interface. Figure 29 show the power distribution cabling. Some 
sensors have 24VDC supply while others have 220VAC supply.    
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Error Handling 
Error detection and handling is essential for system fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting: 

− Proper error detection is required to perform automatic corrective actions; prevent error 
propagation, perform error masking, perform switching or data rejection, etc.  

− Proper error detection is pre-requisite for proper alarm handling.  

− Proper alarm handling is required for operator to comprehend situation and to perform correct 
actions. 

− Proper alarm handling and error indication is needed for system diagnostics and fault removal or 
repair. 

− Proper error detection is needed as input for risk evaluation of present system condition.    

Proper error handling and alarm handling are subject to thorough evaluation and verification during system 
design stage; see Section DP Dependability Evaluation and Verification below. 

 

System Level Error Handling 
For control systems, error handling can be separated into two categories; system level error handling and 
application level error handling. System level error handling includes the generic error handling 
mechanisms defined for the computerized automation and control system platform. The system level error 
handling mechanisms are key elements for correct function of control systems and the redundancy 
solutions of these: 

− Processing units 
Controllers, 
OS computers 

Error detection and correction for computer buses, memories and 
auxiliaries (coding, retransmission, overwriting, etc.). Error detection 
and masking by voting of redundant processor units. 

− Transmission links 
LAN/ethernet,  
CAN fieldbus,  
serial links 

Error detection by coding, e.g. parity checks. For errors can be corrected 
by retransmission and by use of redundant transmission link. The most 
recent error-free data will be used. When errors are persistent, the 
transmission link or data source is defined faulty. 

− IO  
Analogue signals  
Digital signals 

Open/short signal loop. Voltage/current out of range. 

 

− Power supplies Voltage, frequency, battery (UPS) monitoring. 

− Software Software exception and error handling on different levels. 

 

System level error detection is implemented in hardware, operating system software and application 
framework software, see Figure 20.  

The alarm handling is configured to present error states and events adequately. Errors are detected by 
system level error handling (above) as well as application level error handling (see below).  

 

Error handling for processing units is most challenging. Error detection 
and masking by majority voting of triple redundant processor units provides 
inherently full coverage for error detection and corrective action in case of 
failure of one processing unit, and is proper for “software heavy” and 
processor demanding systems that require persistent behaviour.  
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Application Level Error Handling 
Attention for application level error handling is at and outside the control system boundary, i.e. detection 
and handling of errors in the plant instrumentation and equipment under control. Application level error 
handling is implemented in application software, see Figure 20. DP plant measurements have to pass 
several levels of validation to be utilized in the control of the vessel or to be rejected. See example in 
Figure 30 and refer to list of DP error detection functions in Table 1.  
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Interface check √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Device specific checks Consistency 
checks 

SP/FB 
monitoring ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ 

Quality info 
evaluation 

Quality info 
evaluation 

Range check √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Frozen signal check ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 
Wildpoint check ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 
Step check ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 
High variance check ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 

High dynamics ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 

Voting reject ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 

Differ reject ⎯ ⎯ √ √ √ √ √ 

 
Interface checks are typically based on system level error handling by loop and range check on hardwired 
signals (AI, AO, DI, DO), coding and protocol checks for data transmission links. 
 
Examples of device specific checks 
− Consistency error checks are performed on power signals. E.g. when a generator is not connected, the 

load should be zero. 

− Setpoint/Feedback (SP/FB) monitoring is performed to verify correct behaviour of thrust devices. 

− Quality information in the position reference systems telegrams are used to determine the quality of the 
position reference system.  
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Designed for Usability 
The redundant DP control system solution is designed for enhanced usability. Refer to DP class 3 
configuration in Figure 17. The triple redundant DP Main system is the primary system for DP operation 
and features fire tolerance; continuous DP operation in case of fire in one zone. DP Main replaces the more 
traditional dual main DP and single emergency DP approach. DP Alternate has no dependencies with DP 
Main, is ready to accept command and maintain position at any time, and increases tolerance to systematic 
faults. DP Alternate is a relevant backup system. The regular independent joystick can seem somewhat 
superfluous and useless. The complexity of thruster control system hierarchy is reduced, one system is 
eliminated, see Figure 31.   
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The redundant control system solution is general for DP class 2, DP class 3 and DNV DYNPOS-ER 
notation, see Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19. The control systems, DP Main, DP Alternate/independent 
joystick and propulsion and thruster (P&T) control, are wrapped up in an integrated work station solution, 
see Figure 32. 
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The integrated workstation solution is common for DP class 1 to DP class 3, and features common way of 
operation on all workstations, including the emergency bridge (DP 3): 

− Same level of backup systems available on each workstation, i.e. DP Main, DP 
Alternate/independent joystick, and P&T control (remote control and emergency control).  

− Identical common command transfer on each workstation. 

− Identical system selection on each workstation. 

Attaining reliable solutions for common command transfer and system selection, independent of the DP 
control systems, often is underestimated. Rolls-Royce provides standardized solutions for these essential 
functions. Some extreme failure scenarios and corresponding operator interaction patterns relevant for DP 
class 3 (refer to Figure 17) are presented below. 

 

Fire on main bridge 

− Transfer command to workstation on emergency bridge (CCT) 

− DP Main remains in control of thrusters. 

− DP Alternate and P&T control are available backup systems. 

 

Fire on emergency bridge 

− No change of command. 

− DP Main remains in control of thrusters 

− DP Alternate and P&T control are available backup systems. 

 

Fire on emergency side instrument room 

− No change of command. 

− DP Main (DPC AC) remains in control of thrusters 

− P&T control is available backup system. 

 

Fire on main side instrument room 

− No change of command. 

− DP Main (DPC B) remains in control of thrusters 

− DP Alternate and P&T control are available backup systems. 

 

Systematic fault – DP Main failure 

− Select DP Alternate to be in command (system selection) within 
time limit Thomax. 

− P&T control is available backup system.  

 

Unified way of operation across workstations is highly appreciated in case 
of emergency.  
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DP Dependability Evaluation and Verification 
Dependability evaluation activities are performed in the different stages of the product/system; in system 
design, delivery and service stages. Evaluation of DP dependability is performed to reveal weaknesses or 
potential faults in the system, and perform corrective actions. Various methodologies can be applied, fault 
tree analysis (FTA), event tree analysis (ETA), failure modes, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA), 
reliability assessment by reliability block diagrams, etc. 

The following methodologies will be addressed the next sections: 

- Reliability assessments are performed to evaluate alternative redundancy concepts and the impact 
of repair / no repair.  

- FMECA methodology developed to include failure mode test specifications (fail-stop and erratic 
behaviour).      

Designed for Maintainability  
In this section reliability assessment, for the purpose of comparison, is performed for simple alternative 
redundancy concepts.   
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The following example cases are assessed; dual and triple redundancy with/without online repair. For 
results, refer to Table 2, Figure 34 and Figure 35. The system (concept) reliability is denoted by MTTFsys 
and system availability by Asys.    

 

Assumptions in the calculations for the redundancy concept examples: 

− Reliability models are based on exponential distributions, hazard function is constant, h(t) = λ 
(failure rate). 

− Mean time to failure for components (modules), MTTF = 20 000 hours (approximately as for a 
cellular phone).  

− Mean time to repair/replace for components are assumed to be MTTR = 100 hours. 

− λ =1/MTTF is failure rate and μ =1/MTTR is repair rate. 
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Redundancy Cases and Markov diagrams Reliability (and Availability) 
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The assessment results in Table 2 should not be over emphasized; the results are products of theoretical 
exercises. Assessments in cases 1, 2, 4, and 5 are analytic, while cases 3 and 6 are based on Monte Carlo 
simulations. Cases 2 and 5 are almost identical with cases 3 and 6 respectively. The simulations for cases 3 
and 6 where performed to generate the plots in and Figure 35. 

Some obvious conclusions are that reliability and availability increases with number of parallel components 
and with possibility for online repair/replacement, i.e. repair/replacement when other redundant 
components are up running. 

Rolls-Royce DP systems are consequently designed for online repair to gain from the potential enhanced 
reliability and availability. This applies for the following components: 

− Controllers 

− IO units 

− LAN switches 

− OS computers 

− Display units 

− Operator devices 

 

Note: Even though the systems are designed for online repair, Rolls-Royce will not recommend online 
repair in critical operations.  
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System reliability and availability increases with number of parallel groups. 

System reliability and availability increases dramatically with possibility for 
(online) repair. 

Systems should be designed for maintainability; ability to undergo repair 
and modifications.  
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FMECA 

The safety assessment process for positioning systems in Rolls-Royce follows the sequence of Identify – 
Analyse – Assess – Control: 

- Identify – identification of all hazards relevant to product safety. 

- Analyse – analysis of the possible causes and consequences of those hazards to determine their 
likelihood of occurrence and severity of consequence, in order to determine the risks associated 
with the hazards. 

- Assess – assessment of the results of the hazards analysis, i.e. the estimates of risk, against 
predefined criteria (as defined by risk matrix in Table 3 and Table 4) to determine the significance 
of each hazard to the overall safety of the equipment/system. 

- Control – the implementation of design changes and/or revisions to the proposed operating and/or 
maintenance procedures and/or training provisions to reduce the risks associated with the hazards. 

 
The safety assessment sequence is a continuous and cyclical process repeated at the different lifecycle 
stages. Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) and enhanced system verification (ESV) 
simulator are essential tools in the safety assessment described evolving process. 
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Red Yellow Green Green 
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Yellow Green Green Green 
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Yellow Green Green Green 
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Green Green Green Green 
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Red Risk unacceptable The design or operating limits must be changed to reduce the risk. 

Yellow 
Risk unacceptable Effort should be made to reduce the risk level (especially the risk 

severity). 

Green Risk Acceptable Acceptable without further action. 

 
The risk matrix in Table 3 is the result of correlating the IMO severity categorization, see references [5] 
[6], and Rolls-Royce hazard assessment definition [18].  
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Note! Basically, the risks in the yellow region are also unacceptable according to Rolls-Royce management 
system [14][17], but the difficulty and cost aspects come into play in the decision making process for these 
risks. 

FMECA is performed and developed as an iterative process in the design stage to improve system design 
and remove weaknesses of the DP system. The FMECA documentation together with other design 
documentation, are subject to review in the different phases/gates of the design stage. Design reviews are 
performed with specialists from different business areas within Rolls-Royce, i.e. expertise on aerospace 
engines and sub marine nuclear reactors, to achieve full advantage of multidisciplinary experiences and 
know-how in Rolls-Royce. The FMECA methodology complies with IMO FMEA procedures [5][6], 
FMEA guidelines of IEC 35[7], IMCA [8] and DNV [9], and Rolls-Royce procedure GQP C.2.63 [18]. 

The FMECA defines analysis pre-requisites, system and system boundary definition. The FMECA is 
compiled according to the system decomposition see Figure 25 and Figure 26. The FMECA is divided into 
themes according to the function blocks (sub systems). Attention is put on crossovers (X), between 
redundant groups that may be subject to common cause failures. Crossover components are clearly 
identified in dependency table, power distribution table and data link table. Crossover components are 
analysed with respect to potential common mode failures between redundant groups. 

The FMECA includes qualitative criticality (risk) assessment according risk matrix (see Table 3). The 
analysis distinguish between fail-stop and erratic behaviour failure modes.  Fail-stop failure modes, e.g. 
loss of communication, loss of power, etc., are the traditionally the failure modes being emphasized in 
failure mode analysis and test/verification. And, the test case specification is basically straight forward.  
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Erratic behaviour, e.g. weak signal, noisy signal, erroneous signal, incorrect function, etc., has a 
multitudinous character and it is harder to obtain a suitable coverage in analysis and test/verification. The 
ESV simulator tool is used to emulate the range of failure modes (erratic behaviour) required for adequate 
test cases to be executed: 
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− Signal drift off 
− Signal step 
− Signal wild point 
− Signal noise 
− Frozen signal 
− Out of range 

− Signal resolution  
− Device sample time 
− Signal transport delay 
− No data transmission  
− Network storm / babbling idiot emulation 
− Device specific (e.g. for DGPS; number of satellites active, 

differential signal states, satellite signal noise)  
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Environment condition can be defined as required. Features for super positioning and arrangement of 
multiple failure modes in time, i.e. scenario management, make test execution and verification process 
more efficient. 

The FMECA and ESV simulator are employed for evaluation and verification in all product life-cycle 
stages; design – delivery – in service, see Figure 2 and Figure 38. 

ESV in office / at factory ESV at sea  

 

Normal DP operation 
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DP Dependability – Summary  
The concept of dependability has been exploited in DP context. DP operation tolerance and threats have 
been analysed for the purpose of defining proper DP control system solution with inherent means to 
tolerate the threats, and that yields high reliability, availability, performance, usability, and safe operation.  

Threats by faults have basically been split into two categories; random faults and systematic faults. DP 
control system dependability means, by fault prevention, tolerance, removal and forecasting, have been 
discussed with emphasis on these threats, and with emphasis on fire and flooding, that are relevant threats 
for DP class 3 and for DNV DYNPOS-ER class notation.  
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The discussion concludes on following redundant DP control system solution: 

− The solution consists of two separate and diverse DP control systems, a triple redundant DP Main 
system and a single DP Alternate system, set up in an online / standby redundancy scheme.  

− DP Main is the primary system for DP operation and features: 

o Dual redundant network 

o Triple redundant controllers working in parallel in triple workby scheme 

o Distributed 2-out-of-3 voting 

o Graceful degrade and online repair 

o Fire tolerance; continuous DP operation in case of fire in one zone 

− DP Alternate has no dependencies with DP Main, is ready to accept command and maintain 
position at any time, and increases tolerance to systematic faults.  

− DP Alternate (independent joystick by class for DP 2 and DP 3) is connected to the dual P&T 
network. 
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− Integrated workstations provide a unified way of operation with access to the same level of backup 
systems (DP Main, DP Alternate and P&T) on all locations, and easy common command transfer 
and distributed system selection. 

The control system design features distinctive fault tolerance and positioning performance by combining 
two diverse and complimentary redundancy schemes; triple work-by and online/ standby. The solution is 
configurable for compliance with DP class 2 and 3, and DNV DYNPOS-ER notation. 
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